
Q1 Are there any policies or action that the Borough should pursue to
better preserve Riverton’s remaining open space and/or protect the

environment?
Answered: 52 Skipped: 56

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Create a park experience along the creek similar to Boundary Creek Park in Delran, NJ. A dog
park might be a nice addition too.

3/28/2018 12:15 PM

2 No 3/13/2018 8:11 PM

3 Encourage cycling installing more bikes Install trash and recycling bins Encouraging composting
Limit use of leaf blowers to save energy and sound pollution Water conservation initiatives: right
time to water etc

3/12/2018 7:22 PM

4 Recycling requirements, maintain open space, sidewalk maintenance 3/12/2018 4:49 PM

5 Might be a good idea to look into options and make sure we are doing all we can to preserve what
we have. Not sure what is already in place, and what is available as options.

3/12/2018 1:58 PM

6 Perhaps rethink the dog park plan - it's a nice idea, but is also a very narrow use of the town's very
small only park. And dog parks can be environmentally questionable - this one would be very
small, and small dog parks are difficult to keep clean.

3/12/2018 1:47 PM

7 Investigate the ability to recycle rigid plastic like kids toys, buckets, etc 3/12/2018 10:19 AM

8 They should protect the open space and environment by restricting new development on small
land plots. It appears that any small vacant space available people are getting variances provided
to build large homes, which is not protecting the environment.

3/11/2018 10:52 PM

9 Keep everything as it is 3/11/2018 1:24 PM

10 Maintain and clean. the area of the park near the creek. 3/5/2018 9:38 AM

11 Ban the use of plastic straws at food establishments, or give incentive to use green materials 3/3/2018 10:21 PM

12 I for one would really like to see a business succeed in the parking lot joined by CVS. Talks of a
local brewery would be perfect for a nice small community like this.

3/2/2018 10:36 AM

13 Committing to only buying green energy for all municipal uses. Actually listen to residents' survey
create some new walking paths in the parks.

2/27/2018 11:41 PM

14 Single stream trash and recycling. 2/27/2018 11:33 PM

15 More walking trails would be nice. 2/27/2018 2:12 PM

16 We should restore the trail along Pompeston Creek and consider extending it all the way to the
trail behind Cinnaminson High School.

2/27/2018 2:00 PM

17 Nothing. Protect open space from development. 2/26/2018 6:22 PM

18 Monitor the littering problem at the River. 2/26/2018 4:11 PM

19 Improve the park. 2/26/2018 1:10 PM

20 More aggressively promote environmental awareness by providing more information to the public
on recycling, allocate funding to the Environmental Commission so they can create educational
opportunities for students and residents.

2/26/2018 12:36 PM

21 No. 2/26/2018 12:07 PM

22 Close off Bank Ave to vehicle traffic 2/22/2018 5:14 PM

23 Plan carefully 2/22/2018 2:31 PM

24 River clean up. Creek clean up 2/22/2018 10:18 AM

25 More aesthetically pleasing ltrash cans 2/21/2018 8:30 PM
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26 Corteous zoning for residents with potential new brewery 2/21/2018 6:54 PM

27 Keep it open space open! Replace trees that have been removed. 2/21/2018 5:34 PM

28 Signage to make people aware of certain areas. Having a short term and long term plan for
upkeep and and ongoing projects.

2/21/2018 3:44 PM

29 It would be great if the town could eventually get ownership of the National Casein plot between
the creek and the CVS. That land could be a very nice public resource.

2/21/2018 2:03 PM

30 Raise the fines for litterbugs. 2/21/2018 12:31 PM

31 - 2/21/2018 11:40 AM

32 Further designation of water front areas as protected community areas. 2/21/2018 10:09 AM

33 No 2/21/2018 2:04 AM

34 Enforcing laws and ordinances pertaining to teenagers. 2/21/2018 1:11 AM

35 None 2/21/2018 12:01 AM

36 Town sponsored or grant supported creek and river cleanups could help raise community
awareness

2/20/2018 11:52 PM

37 Continuing to regularly clean the riverfront of garbage. 2/20/2018 9:09 PM

38 Save and protect as much space as possible. Keep the tree planting program. 2/20/2018 9:06 PM

39 - 2/20/2018 7:34 PM

40 River clean ups to pick up trash. Maybe add another bench area along the river for public use. 2/20/2018 7:25 PM

41 use the storage shed at Riverton Park as a concession stand which will make money for the sports
teams

2/20/2018 6:58 PM

42 Protect Pompeston Creek 2/20/2018 6:52 PM

43 Add more playing fields. 2/20/2018 6:50 PM

44 Keep what we have. 2/20/2018 5:26 PM

45 Regular trash clean up along the creek & river. 2/20/2018 5:16 PM

46 I am sure it has been discussed many times but purchasing the National Casein land and
developing a park there would be great for the Town

2/20/2018 5:06 PM

47 Where can people FIND existing policies or actions? 2/20/2018 5:02 PM

48 clean up the creek 2/20/2018 4:52 PM

49 Ban the train 2/20/2018 4:28 PM

50 Yes, we should not be adding homes to the area 2/20/2018 3:49 PM

51 education and awareness around water usage and quality, light pollution, air quality, recycling and
upcycling. Work with local businesses for to model best practice behaviors around recycling and
eco-disposables. Education around outdoor chemical usage like pesticides and herbicides. Pocket
Parks and opportunities to keep open and green space block by block. Awareness about living
with wildlife. Working with Cinnaminson to preserve the Pompeston Creek and Pennsauken Creek.
River shore clean up.

2/20/2018 3:07 PM

52 No 2/20/2018 2:48 PM
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Q2 How can Riverton improve its parks and recreational activities?
Answered: 61 Skipped: 47

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Add a dog park in the town 3/28/2018 12:12 PM

2 Maintain in better condition Especially playground equipment 3/12/2018 7:22 PM

3 Dog park, 3/12/2018 4:49 PM

4 Could use better picnic facilities and seating. Maybe a simple pavilion for added shade, and some
more trees. A lot of the existing trees are on there way out and we need to have a head start on
replacing them. There is not enough shade in the area surrounding the playground and seating
that is there now. It is not a comfortable place for parents to watch there kids, or a nice place for a
picnic lunch or birthday party. The seating is lacking and what is there is usually in the sun. Also a
working water fountain and bike racks by the playground, a lot of kids ride there.

3/12/2018 1:58 PM

5 Repair and improve the parking area near the playground at the park - the parking surface is poor,
and the sidewalk and area nearby (on the side of the apartments) are run down. Removal of the
widespread poison ivy growing down the hill between the playground section and the creek would
make that area more inviting for walking.

3/12/2018 1:47 PM

6 Playground equipment needs to be improved. 3/12/2018 10:19 AM

7 Lights for night sports practices 3/11/2018 1:24 PM

8 I strongly support the addition of a dog park. 3/5/2018 9:38 AM

9 Have more community events like the 4th of July and the Palmyra Farmer's Market at the band
shell

3/3/2018 10:21 PM

10 Bring the fireworks back? :) 3/2/2018 10:36 AM

11 Listen to the survey that has already been completed about residents' preferences, not just
endless sports improvements. The top thing asked for was a walking path around Riverton Park.

2/27/2018 11:41 PM

12 A walking path around the park and a designated walkway along Bank Ave. 2/27/2018 11:33 PM

13 More updated play equipment; more/better picnic area; 4th of July fireworks? 2/27/2018 2:12 PM

14 Yes. We can do more with our riverfront. We should also consider a "shore path" with a foot
bridge across Pompeston Creek.

2/27/2018 2:00 PM

15 Perhaps encourage walking at the park and exercise programs 2/26/2018 4:11 PM

16 I don't have a dog, but I think it would be good for the borough. It would encourage new
relationships and encourage centralized activity.

2/26/2018 1:10 PM

17 Improve the walk trails along the Pompeston Creek and provide a kayak/canoe launch on the
Pompeston.

2/26/2018 12:36 PM

18 It would be great to see more activities offered through parks and rec; i.e., community activities,
summer rec/camp-type activities, etc. Would love if Riverton considered participating in the Great
American Campout or something of that nature.

2/26/2018 12:07 PM

19 add dog park 2/22/2018 5:14 PM

20 Dog park to keep pet waste out of main park areas Patio area for family gathering multi-use court
for playing many different games

2/22/2018 2:31 PM

21 Dog park 2/22/2018 1:46 PM

22 Trails @ Riverton Park 2/22/2018 10:37 AM

23 I think the dog park at Riverton Park is a great idea. 2/22/2018 10:19 AM

24 dog park. Nature trail with historical markers and exercise equipment 2/22/2018 10:18 AM

25 Allocate space for a dog park 2/22/2018 9:48 AM
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26 I am pro dog park. I would like to see better co-operation from the borough with the community. 2/22/2018 8:23 AM

27 Dog park would be great 2/21/2018 8:30 PM

28 Dog park would be wonderful. It would make it easier to enforce leash laws & give our four legged
friends a place to play

2/21/2018 6:54 PM

29 Not sure 2/21/2018 5:34 PM

30 Add a dog park. Utilize the shed area better. Lansdcape and add benches to basketball and tennis
area. Create a fitness walk around the perimeter. Pave the parking area.

2/21/2018 3:44 PM

31 We would love to see parks in the publicly-owned spaces at the ends of the roads leading down to
the river. The one at Bank and Linden is nice when the weather is cooler, but not shady enough to
sit for long during sunny days. Some of these spots have tree cover or steeper banks, which could
lead to some interesting designs (e.g., terraces). One idea would be to conduct a design
competition for these spots (through local landscape design firms, or architecture/landscape
architecture schools, or open to the public), and provide the winners with some recognition - e.g.,
a small sign indicating the name/firm of the designer. Perhaps a competition could spur local
residents to chip in to help to fund these improvements.

2/21/2018 2:03 PM

32 Allow adults to drink wine and beer in the parks. 2/21/2018 12:31 PM

33 - 2/21/2018 11:40 AM

34 Dog park needs to happen, and we need the Borough to fully support this. This is a legitimate
community "amenity" that will attract dog-owning prospective home buyers to Riverton. It is also a
great way for people in the community to meet.

2/21/2018 10:09 AM

35 Hold a winter festival. 2/21/2018 2:04 AM

36 Police officer awareness. 2/21/2018 1:11 AM

37 Add the dog park and a paved jogging/walking/bike path around Riverton Park. 2/21/2018 12:01 AM

38 With all of the great work that has been completed at the memorial park it is time to upgrade the
playground area. Equipment, picnic tables and shade are the primary dificientcies. Addition of a
small picnic shelter for shade as well as additional trees. Both memorial park playground area and
the Linden pocket park are in need of bike racks. Riverton is a very pedestrian community yet in
some cases not pedestrian/cycling friendly.

2/20/2018 11:52 PM

39 A crushed gravel pathway around Memorial Park would be wonderful. 2/20/2018 10:54 PM

40 Food truck event. Flea market. 2/20/2018 10:11 PM

41 Dog park please! I would also love to see a set of lights on the tennis courts that can be activated
by some kind of code, perhaps on your tax form? A timed set would be ideal!

2/20/2018 9:09 PM

42 Add a dog park. 2/20/2018 9:06 PM

43 Lighting at Riverton Memorial Park 2/20/2018 8:57 PM

44 Create better markings for public spaces near the river 2/20/2018 7:34 PM

45 I really like the historical sign by the yacht club, so maybe more of those. 2/20/2018 7:25 PM

46 approve the dog park 2/20/2018 6:58 PM

47 Better maintenance of bathrooms. Perhaps organize some overnight camp outs in tents during the
summer for kids. Similar to backyard camping.

2/20/2018 6:52 PM

48 It would be nice to have some kind of a community center or something where kids young and
teens would have something constructive to do rather than hang out outside local business's in the
evening. Keeps them out of trouble and brings the community together.

2/20/2018 6:51 PM

49 Add a dog park 2/20/2018 6:50 PM

50 Please consider ways to activate the Delaware waterfront. Its a shame there is no launching area
to safely and effectively launch kayaks and paddleboards from a street end. Another consideration
would be to obtain grants to either purchase or otherwise acquire a portion of the waterfront along
Bank. Add lights to Riverton Park for reasonable after dark hours. There's no reason that our kids
and adults should have to leave town to use fields after dark.

2/20/2018 5:44 PM

51 I’m sure it would be an undertaking but possibly developing some of the trails and areas
behind/around the park would be great. If possible and feasible.

2/20/2018 5:26 PM
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52 More shade trees, benches, bleachers. 2/20/2018 5:16 PM

53 i think we are on the right path 2/20/2018 5:06 PM

54 Community Involvement. Several events a year. 2/20/2018 5:02 PM

55 Actually put signs up at the different parks. A bench is not a sign for a park 2/20/2018 4:28 PM

56 Take back the riverbank land. 2/20/2018 4:22 PM

57 One event a month at Riverton Park that is family oriented. For example, movies in the park 2/20/2018 4:18 PM

58 It would be nice to have lights at the park, but I know that it would be very expensive to do. Also, a
snack stand at the grandstand or somewhere near the fields would be nice if it was possible.

2/20/2018 4:11 PM

59 Keep out non residents who destroy, vandalize, and trash the park 2/20/2018 3:49 PM

60 we can continue to keep the parks cleaned and updated 2/20/2018 3:49 PM

61 a series of educational/hispotrical signage to bring context to our land... (Dreer's Nursery history,
native flora and fauna, stream life... perhaps kayak/canoe access to the Pompeston. More pocket
parks on teh river at the ends of streets... add one a year.

2/20/2018 3:07 PM
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Q3 What type or environmentally-friendly recreational activities would you
like to see in Riverton?

Answered: 49 Skipped: 59

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Clean up days townwide, encourage school participation Group walks or cycling rides around town 3/12/2018 7:22 PM

2 Movies in the park 3/12/2018 4:49 PM

3 I like what is already here. 3/11/2018 1:24 PM

4 The dog park. 3/5/2018 9:38 AM

5 River clean ups and groups to teach kids about the environment up close 3/3/2018 10:21 PM

6 Safe pedestrian crossing at Thomas and Broad. (Walking) 3/2/2018 10:10 PM

7 What does that mean? 2/27/2018 11:41 PM

8 N/a 2/27/2018 11:33 PM

9 More trails. 2/27/2018 2:00 PM

10 Group walks/runs for different age groups 2/26/2018 4:11 PM

11 Encourage the use of the Pompeston for canoe/kayak and walking 2/26/2018 12:36 PM

12 Nothing specific, other than continuing community clean-ups of riverbank and the park. 2/26/2018 12:07 PM

13 Dog park to keep pet waste out of main park areas Patio area for family gathering multi-use court
for playing many different games

2/22/2018 2:31 PM

14 Improvements to trails at Riverton Park 2/22/2018 10:37 AM

15 clean up- litter and waterways 2/22/2018 10:18 AM

16 The community of dog lovers would be a great addition to the park. It is a pure community building
activity.

2/22/2018 8:23 AM

17 Running/walking track around the park perimeter 2/21/2018 6:54 PM

18 Plant swap 2/21/2018 5:34 PM

19 Ultimate Frisbee 2/21/2018 3:44 PM

20 Maybe a bicycle park for kids - http://www.phillypumptrack.org/ 2/21/2018 2:03 PM

21 Sailing 2/21/2018 12:31 PM

22 - 2/21/2018 11:40 AM

23 community clean up days. community beautifying days. 2/21/2018 10:09 AM

24 Nature Trails 2/21/2018 1:11 AM

25 None 2/21/2018 12:01 AM

26 Community sponsored kayaking or sailing events. These could offer recreation and help raise
awareness of our riverbank. Perhaps the addition of a kayak launch to the rear of the public works
property on the parcel owner by National Casien. Riverton has a cycling heritage. The town could
help promote the Historic Riverton Criterium race as well as add signage redirecting the planned
heritage cycling trail to Bank Ave instead of Broad St

2/20/2018 11:52 PM

27 Canoe races 2/20/2018 10:11 PM

28 Riverbank clean-up 2/20/2018 9:06 PM

29 Movies in the Park 2/20/2018 8:57 PM

30 - 2/20/2018 7:34 PM
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31 Community garden, plant native plants, a historical walking tour or a walking group in general 2/20/2018 7:25 PM

32 Local eateries stage a dinner at Main & Howard to highlight the good food available here &
Palmyra

2/20/2018 6:58 PM

33 Free public kayak ramps on Delaware river . 2/20/2018 6:52 PM

34 You could have something like pickup soccer or flag football,baseball or any fun game that parents
could come by with their kids and join in at the park on Sat or sun mornings

2/20/2018 6:51 PM

35 kayak and paddle board launch. 2/20/2018 5:44 PM

36 Anything. 2/20/2018 5:26 PM

37 Nature trails, access to the river via canoes, kayaks, paddle boards available to residents to rent. 2/20/2018 5:16 PM

38 keeping the parks and Rivers edge clean - but overall i think the borough does a great job with this 2/20/2018 5:06 PM

39 Shore line clean ups. 2/20/2018 5:02 PM

40 4th of July fireworks 2/20/2018 4:52 PM

41 Waving goodbye to the train 2/20/2018 4:28 PM

42 4th of July Fireworks at the yacht-club. More activities to draw people to the river. 2/20/2018 4:22 PM

43 Canoe/kayak club. Paddle board yoga 2/20/2018 4:18 PM

44 River cleanups, trash pickups along river, park cleanups 2/20/2018 4:02 PM

45 Walking trail 2/20/2018 3:49 PM

46 maybe a larger section of the park for community use? Fresh blacktop ect. 2/20/2018 3:49 PM

47 What dies environmentally friendly mean? 2/20/2018 3:18 PM

48 Energy generation, solar, wind, or tide.. 2/20/2018 3:07 PM

49 self guided walks with info about our history, our notable trees, and landmarks. Would make a
great self-guided app. Shade tree tour. Historical tours that focus on then founding but also prior to
the founding, African American history, notable Riverton achievements (drive in theater! Nellie Bly!
Underground railroad!) and infamies (japanese beetle introduction) Well-marked access points to
the river and creek for canoes/kayaks not motorized boats. Focus on the slow and quiet.

2/20/2018 3:07 PM
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25.71% 27

74.29% 78

Q4 Do you think Riverton should allow front yard fences, such as the
wrought iron fences that currently exist on some properties?

Answered: 105 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 105

No

Yes

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

Yes
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13.86% 14

86.14% 87

Q5 If fences are allowed, should they be limited in any way? (For
example, for decorative purposes, limited to 3’ in height and required to

be visually ‘open’)
Answered: 101 Skipped: 7

TOTAL 101

No

Yes

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

Yes
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62.38% 63

37.62% 38

Q6 Do you have any concerns about traffic along Main Street in
Riverton? (See map above)

Answered: 101 Skipped: 7

TOTAL 101

# YES  [PLEASE DESCRIBE THE ISSUE AND SITUATION] DATE

1 SPEED! 3/12/2018 7:26 PM

2 Excessive speed 3/12/2018 4:50 PM

3 Traffic on the stretch between Broad Street and the town line with Cinnaminson seems to have
gotten heavier and faster overall in the past 10 years. Police on 8th street seem to help, which I
appreciate, but I'm not a fan of the apparently permanent speed sign on that stretch. It's better
than an accident, but it is visually jarring.

3/12/2018 1:58 PM

4 Speeding is an issue (like many streets in town). Pedestrian crossing is difficult at cars rarely stop. 3/12/2018 10:22 AM

5 speeders excess 30mph 3/11/2018 1:31 PM

6 Speed. 3/5/2018 9:41 AM

7 Speed, particularly from Cinnaminson border to Broad Street 2/26/2018 12:37 PM

8 Just concerns about ongoing speeding issue on Main Street, particularly given visibility issues at
some intersections in a walking district/town where many kids ride bikes

2/26/2018 12:09 PM

9 Speeding 2/23/2018 8:10 AM

10 Only concern is that people use it and Fulton to get to Bank Avenue, so speeding is sometimes an
issue.

2/22/2018 11:24 PM

11 speed 2/22/2018 10:19 AM

12 Cars are fast around the curve past broad heading towards the river. 2/22/2018 8:23 AM

13 Still too fast, though the recent radar speed sign is a step in the right direction 2/21/2018 11:39 PM

14 Cars speeding up Main Street towards river 2/21/2018 11:24 PM

15 Speeding, cars coming into Riverton from cinnaminson fly—speed limit 25 painted on road, more
blinking signs closer to cinnaminson

2/21/2018 8:32 PM

16 Lights for people down Cedar - issues with speeding on Cedar! 2/21/2018 6:55 PM

No

Yes [Please
describe the...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

Yes  [Please describe the issue and situation]
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17 People making left hand turn at this intersection towards CVS don't allow pedestrians to cross in
time, or they just don't see them! Almost been hit more than twice.

2/21/2018 5:36 PM

18 Repaint crosswalk lines. Add stop sign at 4th and Main Streets 2/21/2018 3:46 PM

19 Increase speed limit 5 mph. 2/21/2018 11:42 AM

20 Speed 2/21/2018 8:24 AM

21 Speeding (Mainly Cinninamison Emergency and Utility) 2/21/2018 1:14 AM

22 Overall average speed and lack of well marked pedestrian crossings. Permanent speed sign
needs to be positioned at Main St and Highway Ave coming into town.

2/21/2018 12:03 AM

23 Cars going to fast especially on the Cinnaminson end. 2/20/2018 10:57 PM

24 25 mph. Need speed bumps or reflector lights stating 25mph 2/20/2018 10:16 PM

25 I think 4th and Main is a good location for 4-way stop 2/20/2018 8:58 PM

26 Speeding 2/20/2018 7:35 PM

27 Traffic approaching from rt 130 is often speeding. 2/20/2018 6:54 PM

28 I like the speed limit signs - maybe add more 2/20/2018 6:51 PM

29 Speeding between broad and bank 2/20/2018 6:21 PM

30 Although the speed limit sign has really helped the municipal trucks and police cars from
Cinnaminson still fly down very fast

2/20/2018 4:45 PM

31 THE TRAIN THE GAURD RAILS at main& broad BARLEY EVEN WORK 2/20/2018 4:30 PM

32 speeding between the light at broad st and the cinnaminson border 2/20/2018 4:25 PM

33 Too many people speeding 2/20/2018 4:24 PM

34 Speeding, speeding during peak holiday (such as Trick or Treating) or summer time 2/20/2018 4:04 PM

35 Speeding 2/20/2018 3:50 PM

36 Speeding 2/20/2018 3:26 PM

37 Speeding 2/20/2018 3:18 PM

38 People speeding at 5th and Main St to the river 2/20/2018 3:12 PM
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38.38% 38

61.62% 61

Q7 Do you have any concerns about traffic along Broad Street in
Riverton? (See map above)

Answered: 99 Skipped: 9

TOTAL 99

# YES  [PLEASE DESCRIBE THE ISSUE AND LOCATION] DATE

1 Crossing at Thomas Ave is laughable. Cars never stop. 3/28/2018 12:16 PM

2 Crossing Broad Street can be difficult and stressful especially with small children. It would be
helpful to have 1-2 walk lights available (for example at the corner of Thomas and Broad).

3/28/2018 12:14 PM

3 Hard to see walkers crossing broad st at cross walks 3/13/2018 8:12 PM

4 Generally speed, impossible to cross road: railroad tracks, failure of traffic to yield to pedestrians.
Badly lit crosswalks at night do not allow for pedestrians to be seen. Aggressive drivers pass when
slowing to turn into streets into oncoming traffic, or if one vehicle is waiting for pedestrians cars
speed pass stopped traffic

3/12/2018 7:26 PM

5 Just the usual with pedestrian lights, I know that’s still an ongoing endeavor..... 3/12/2018 2:00 PM

6 Maybe not a concern, but a comment. The area near the park and CVS is a lot going on at once -
a pedestrian crosswalk, a turn lane, the turn onto Fulton, the driveway for CVS.

3/12/2018 1:58 PM

7 Push buttons to stop traffic at the crosswalks are a must!! Very difficult and dangerous for an adult
to cross; most parent will only allow their children to cross at the light at Main Street.

3/12/2018 10:22 AM

8 Crosswalks are unsafe for pradestrians 3/11/2018 6:46 PM

9 Speeding - coming into town from cinnaminson 3/11/2018 1:31 PM

10 Cedar and Broad - warning time for oncoming train should be longer. 3/5/2018 9:41 AM

11 I would like to see traffic lines kept up. They wear out and look crappy. 3/5/2018 9:35 AM

12 The lights and poles that come down for the train often do not work. I now have to be extra careful
even when there is a green light to make sure the train isn't actually coming

3/3/2018 10:25 PM

13 Pedestrian crossing at Thomas is heavily used as a crossing point. Cars do not stop. The light on
broad was blinking red for a week many cars still did not stop. A push button triggering the light is
needed since drivers disregard pedestrians and/or are confused by blinking yellow. The lights
change but not for ped’s. I understand some driver confusion since The lights do change but not
all. Drivers stop for the solid red when gates are going down. Less than 10% stop for pedestrians.

3/2/2018 10:19 PM

No

Yes [Please
describe the...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

Yes  [Please describe the issue and location]
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14 People drive too fast through town. 2/27/2018 11:34 PM

15 Cars rarely stop for pedestrians all along Broad Street. It's difficult for pedestrians to cross. 2/27/2018 2:14 PM

16 Most cars do not even attempt to stop for pedestrians. Some drivers seem like they would rather
kill us. We should consider devices that would make Broad Street crossing more pedestrian
friendly.

2/27/2018 2:02 PM

17 Reduce the speed limit 25 mph. This will allow trains to pass without sounding their horn’s which
are very disruptive to the residence.

2/26/2018 6:24 PM

18 excessive speed entering town from E. Riverton 2/26/2018 6:20 PM

19 Cars attempting to beat the gates closing for the light rail 2/26/2018 4:13 PM

20 Occasionally speed, and crossings at Cedar and Thomas 2/26/2018 12:37 PM

21 Cars continuing to ignore pedestrians in the crosswalks. 2/26/2018 12:09 PM

22 People turning issues - not obeying laws 2/22/2018 2:32 PM

23 I think that some form of signage should be put up to notify drivers that they are required to stop for
pedestrians. The Current NJ Pedestrian law does not apply to intersections with traffic lights. This
doesn't include our flashing yellow, but the confusion is understandable and shouldnt be fixed by
tickets

2/22/2018 10:40 AM

24 impossible to cross streets. Need push buttons and traffic slowing measures 2/22/2018 10:19 AM

25 I appreciate the pedestrian crosswalks that were painted, but virtually no cars stop for people
standing in them. Could you install a button that the pedestrian could push to activate a flashing
light so cars would remember that they are supposed to stop?

2/22/2018 9:50 AM

26 Crossing from the cvs to the park 2/22/2018 8:23 AM

27 We need signs in the middle of the road indicating the crosswalks and that traffic must stop. 2/21/2018 11:39 PM

28 Cars not stopping for pedestrians in crosswalk 2/21/2018 11:24 PM

29 People not stopping at the light 2/21/2018 8:32 PM

30 People do not obey crosswalks 2/21/2018 6:55 PM

31 Better enforcement of vehicles to stop for pedestrians crossing broad 2/21/2018 5:03 PM

32 Paint crosswalk signs 2/21/2018 3:46 PM

33 It is difficult for kids to safely cross Broad Street and railroad tracks. I believe I heard that changes
to this roadway are restricted b/c it is a Co. road?

2/21/2018 2:06 PM

34 Increase speed limit to 35 mph. 2/21/2018 11:42 AM

35 intersection of main and broad has odd turn signals which leads to back up. also, pedestrian
crossing timing takes a long time.

2/21/2018 10:13 AM

36 Speed 2/21/2018 8:24 AM

37 Elm just off of Broad towards the river, parked vehicle are making it tough for traffic when multiple
vehcicles are stopped on Elm

2/21/2018 2:06 AM

38 Excessive congestion while train is present. 2/21/2018 1:14 AM

39 There needs to be button-activated crosswalk signals and pedestrian right-of-way signs at all
intersections with Broad St.

2/21/2018 12:05 AM

40 Lack of well marked and controlled pedestrian intersections. Riverton is a very pedestrian
community and is not very pedestrian friendly. This has been an on going issues at Elm, Thomas
and Cedar St. It is time to get some State or legal assistance and make these crossings safe.

2/21/2018 12:03 AM

41 The lights need pedestrian buttons! 2/20/2018 11:05 PM
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42 Crossing at the light on Thomas Ave is dangerous. We need a push button on the traffic light to
stop traffic and allow pedestrians to cross safely.

2/20/2018 10:57 PM

43 Speeder 2/20/2018 10:16 PM

44 As an active runner and walker, I experience regular drivers who do not stop at the crosswalks for
pedestrians. I sometimes watch nearly 25 cars go by before stepping out and forcing them to stop.
I’m not sure how to fix this but it’s a consistent frustration!

2/20/2018 9:11 PM

45 Please put in buttons that turn the traffic lights red so that kids on bikes and pedestrians can safely
cross the street. Right now, we have to rely on the kindness of the driver to let us cross. It's not
safe.

2/20/2018 9:10 PM

46 Thomas and Broad should have a better pedestrian crossing (similar to the one on cinnaminson
avenue)

2/20/2018 8:58 PM

47 Way too fast! Need better pedestrian crossings as well 2/20/2018 7:35 PM

48 Crosswalks are not safe to use 2/20/2018 7:27 PM

49 the lights at the rr crossings are way too long 2/20/2018 7:01 PM

50 Cars trying to circumvent train gates. 2/20/2018 6:54 PM

51 Pedestrian cross walks added 2/20/2018 6:51 PM

52 traffic lights don't seem to work well with train. 2/20/2018 5:45 PM

53 The traffic lights routinely don’t work as designed. 2/20/2018 5:27 PM

54 Crossing at Thomas and Broad is an issue. would love to see a push button crossing light there. lot
of kids cross there and can be very dangersou. would hate to see a kid or anyone get hit

2/20/2018 5:08 PM

55 Train crossing malfunctions 2/20/2018 5:02 PM

56 The train 2/20/2018 4:53 PM

57 The train guard rails at all the intersections get everybody mad 2/20/2018 4:30 PM

58 It's dangerous and almost impossible for pedestrians to cross at Elm and Thomas with the amount
of traffic on Broad. Pedestrian crossing signs and light switches would be nice.

2/20/2018 4:13 PM

59 Crosswalks, drivers not following the law and stopping for pedestrians at CVS light repeatedly 2/20/2018 4:04 PM

60 Speeding 2/20/2018 3:50 PM

61 It’s difficult to see on-coming traffic at the Broad and Thomas crossing when there are cars parked
on Broad

2/20/2018 3:13 PM
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26.58% 21

73.42% 58

Q8 Are there certain business properties in Riverton that should be
revitalized?

Answered: 79 Skipped: 29

TOTAL 79

# YES [PLEASE DESCRIBE] DATE

1 Bank, old post office & those sheds near the gym (across from the train station) are just wasted
space.

3/28/2018 12:20 PM

2 The commercial space near CVS is underwhelming. 3/28/2018 12:19 PM

3 Would like a restaurant with a liquor license. 3/13/2018 8:12 PM

4 All main/broad properties 3/12/2018 4:51 PM

5 Riverton has a walkable, beautiful downtown but there are multiple small businesses in town
which have little to no street appeal. Some are just disconnected from their location (Outlaw
Fitness) and some are awkwardly set off (the tea room), and obviously not all are really set up for
browsing, but Riverton is definitely missing an element of "Let's take a walk, look in some store
windows" missing now that used to exist.

3/12/2018 2:18 PM

6 There are certain properties which could benefit from a little cosmetic help, like old
decorations/lights that should come down

3/12/2018 2:04 PM

7 Businesses in CVS shopping center 3/11/2018 10:55 PM

8 Increase business along broad and main 3/11/2018 6:49 PM

9 Old post office 3/11/2018 1:33 PM

10 The entire stretch from the Fire department to Broad Street and then North on Broad to the dry
cleaner & South on Broad to the apartments connected to the bakery.

3/8/2018 1:00 PM

11 Any empty store. 3/5/2018 9:42 AM

12 space next to kickboxing gym, formerly "district" restaurant 3/2/2018 10:39 AM

13 All of them, there seems to be no effort by town council to support businesses in Riverton 2/27/2018 11:44 PM

14 Every empty storefront 2/27/2018 11:34 PM

No

Yes [Please
describe]

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

Yes [Please describe]
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15 Some of the properties look old and/or run down. Even just a coat of paint would make them look
better and more inviting. If signs were more consistent, that would make a better impression as
well.

2/27/2018 2:19 PM

16 We really need a quality restaurant for dinner. We should fully examine why the restaurant in the
CVS center continuously fails. I would serve on a committee.

2/27/2018 2:03 PM

17 Do everything possible to preserve the remaining architecture in our immediate business district
that is such an attractive part of our downtown.

2/26/2018 6:26 PM

18 Many of the houses that have been converted to apartments are in need of repair, for example a
fresh coat of paint would brighten the house up

2/26/2018 4:17 PM

19 Restaurants, see below. 2/26/2018 1:17 PM

20 The old bank building 2/26/2018 12:57 PM

21 Any that can be. Love having local businesses to patronize-- Juanita's, Nellie Bly's, Gypsy Fish, in
particular

2/26/2018 12:10 PM

22 Old wharehouse off harrison; Old Bank and old post office 2/22/2018 10:42 AM

23 National Casein site. Moccia property next to Orange Blossom. Town Hall. Riverline Inn 2/22/2018 10:21 AM

24 I’m not sure what this means - but if someone could ask Juanita’s to take down their falling down
Christmas garland from 3 years ago I’d be happy.

2/22/2018 8:23 AM

25 Larger outdoor service for Juanitas 2/21/2018 11:25 PM

26 The area behind Riverton health and fitness 2/21/2018 8:33 PM

27 More restaurants 2/21/2018 6:56 PM

28 Certain places (without naming names) have been eyesores for years 2/21/2018 5:39 PM

29 The old bank, the old post office 2/21/2018 3:50 PM

30 National Casein 2/21/2018 2:17 PM

31 Restaurants 2/21/2018 12:34 PM

32 Once Upon a Canvas, Yoga Tree, Orange Blossom - store fronts are drab and make the main
corner of Riverton very unimpressive. Gazebo is great but surrounded by outdated buildings.

2/21/2018 10:33 AM

33 Would love to see a successful restaurant in space near beneficial bank as well as brewery which
is already in the works

2/21/2018 9:41 AM

34 Please bring the brewery and a butcher to Riverton. 2/21/2018 2:06 AM

35 Several thoughts- the majority of the center of town businesses could share a common paint
scheme giving it that the appearance that it is a central area. Most are dated and in my opinion
appear cheaply done. This couples with there are Christmas lights hanging on several properties
in the center of town all year round only adds to these properties looking trashy.

2/21/2018 12:26 AM

36 The post office, the stretch of businesses next to Orange Blossom Cafe on Main St. 2/21/2018 12:13 AM

37 The parking lot and business behind Riverton Hearth and Fitness. 2/20/2018 10:58 PM

38 Main Street shops 2/20/2018 10:19 PM

39 By the CVS 2/20/2018 9:11 PM

40 I think the old post office or bank could be a great local farmers market type location 2/20/2018 9:00 PM

41 National Casein 2/20/2018 7:40 PM

42 Businesses on Main Street, old bank and post office 2/20/2018 7:36 PM

43 Find a strong tenant for the old District location 2/20/2018 7:04 PM

44 There is a scattering of shuttered businesses. 2/20/2018 6:57 PM

45 Restaurant in cvs parking lot 2/20/2018 6:49 PM

46 Businesses at Broad and Main intersection 2/20/2018 5:46 PM
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47 600 block of main st. Her life back into the vacant properties and spruce up what’s there. A
brewery opening could be an immediate jump start for this.

2/20/2018 5:28 PM

48 National Casein land 2/20/2018 5:08 PM

49 A brewery at the cvs shopping center 2/20/2018 4:54 PM

50 The newer office building on main and the property at the nail salon 2/20/2018 4:46 PM

51 All of them 2/20/2018 4:41 PM

52 Get more stores 2/20/2018 4:32 PM

53 post offices and former banks 2/20/2018 4:21 PM

54 Post office. Perfect location for restaurant 2/20/2018 4:05 PM

55 I love the old bank building on Main street - could be residential 2/20/2018 3:51 PM

56 The Bank 2/20/2018 3:15 PM

57 We need a few more shops to keep Gypsy Fish and the Tea Shop company and give folks a
reason to have a day in Riverton.

2/20/2018 3:15 PM

58 Facade grants 2/20/2018 3:09 PM
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Q9 What can Riverton do to improve the business climate in town?
Answered: 65 Skipped: 43

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Brewery and/or a chain coffee place - starbucks, peets, le pain quotien, etc. We need businesses
that people are willing to drive too. I believe the town would get behind a local watering hole - visit
Evil Genius Brewing or Yards Brewing in Philly. They are family-friendly and attract a young & old
crowd.

3/28/2018 12:20 PM

2 Continue to pursue getting a brewery! Focus on business that will attract young families. 3/28/2018 12:19 PM

3 A restaurant open for dinner with a liquor license. 3/13/2018 8:12 PM

4 Rents for small businesses are a big budget item. If they are too expensive no business will
succeed.

3/12/2018 7:28 PM

5 Beer garden, liquor licenses 3/12/2018 4:51 PM

6 Identify a unified vision of the best, most achievable future of Riverton and pursue that even if it
means passing up some development opportunities. The addition of the large office building in the
town center has had benefits, but its appearance and size was a poor fit with the appearance and
size of the town. More importantly, it is not the type project that can be replicated, given Riverton's
small size, and therefore didn't make sense as part of an overall look and atmosphere.

3/12/2018 2:18 PM

7 Bike racks 3/12/2018 2:04 PM

8 Bring in more visitors in order to attract more retail business. We need to put a pedestrian
overpass for traversing Broad Street and the Light Rail.

3/8/2018 1:00 PM

9 I do not have experience in this area. 3/5/2018 9:42 AM

10 Have more local festivals or small community events, like there was during Christmas time when
Santa came and there were little vendors set up, too. People always enjoy them and then they
walk around and peruse shops they might not have otherwise gone in.

3/3/2018 10:27 PM

11 It would be nice to fill the vacant buildings behind CVS. Awesome building and location, just needs
something to drive traffic over there.

3/3/2018 8:09 PM

12 Anything, because the current lack of effort today is obviously not working. 2/27/2018 11:44 PM

13 Allow liquor sales. Tax insensitives 2/27/2018 11:34 PM

14 Try to attract more restaurants. Better incentives for businesses to relocate here. 2/27/2018 2:19 PM

15 Change the liquor laws. 2/27/2018 2:03 PM

16 Reduce the speed limit on Broad Street 25 mph making our business district intersection far more
pedestrian. Do a better job of promoting available parking, lots, etc.

2/26/2018 6:26 PM

17 Allow a very small number of restaurants to obtain liquor license 2/26/2018 4:17 PM

18 I don't drink but I think alcohol should be allowed in restaurants. Restaurants seems to be the only
business that supports many of the surrounding towns efforts at revitalization and presently,
Riverton has its hands tied behind its back. We need to compete and honestly look at what we
need to do to revitalize our very small downtown district. The lack of a decent downtown is our
biggest drawback.

2/26/2018 1:17 PM

19 Encourage more outreach to potential businesses; provide a "business information packet" as part
of any application for Planning Board approvals; more welcoming of home based businesses,
which is a significantly growing segment of the business community

2/26/2018 12:57 PM

20 Not sure. 2/26/2018 12:10 PM

21 Offer tax abatements to new businesses. Help develop the business district. 2/24/2018 5:00 PM

22 Honestly nothing. The businesses in town or that come to town must have something people want,
and not just Riverton residents.

2/22/2018 2:33 PM
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23 More designated parking, promotions and events to get more foot traffic 2/22/2018 1:49 PM

24 Visit new businesses. Buy local. Create a more effective chamber of commerce. Support
beautification. Advertise town. DO SOMETHING!

2/22/2018 10:21 AM

25 Lower taxes, offer what other towns offer 2/21/2018 8:33 PM

26 Unsure but there is definite potential 2/21/2018 6:56 PM

27 The brewery is a good idea....more restaurants, coffee shops, and interesting shops. Places that
are actually open for foot traffic and places that are useful for such foot traffic. Places where you
would be happy to bring out of town guests.

2/21/2018 5:39 PM

28 Somehow improve parking 2/21/2018 5:04 PM

29 Have a business outreach contact from borough hall to be a liason for existing businesses and
work to attract new businesses. Add more signage/banners recognizing the historic aspect of
town. More visibility with signage at Broad and Main St. Add planters, pay more attention to
keeping areas maintained.

2/21/2018 3:50 PM

30 Allow liquor licenses. Work to recruit restaurants to town in available spaces along Main St. and
Broad St. - Perhaps partner with Palmyra to promote Broad St. I believe bringing retail stores into
town would be a difficult prospect, but it seems like the town could be a SNJ restaurant
destination. Adding an Amazon locker at the Post Office or CVS plaza might be worthwhile - it
could bring more people into town. Additionally, bike share and car share could be appealing to
some residents. I think events like the Criterium also help to promote the town and increase
awareness of it in SNJ.

2/21/2018 2:17 PM

31 Allow restaurants to sell wine and beer. 2/21/2018 12:34 PM

32 Speed approval process. Also, allow alcoholic beverage sales, beyond just a brewery. 2/21/2018 11:44 AM

33 Make the corner of Broad and Main the cornerstone of the town. Physical enhancements to
storefronts will help. Offer tax incentives to attract new business. A microbrewery will hopefully
attract a tail of new restaurant. Approving the microbrewery use was a great move by the Borough!

2/21/2018 10:33 AM

34 Brewery. Another restaurant 2/21/2018 8:24 AM

35 Better market the town through a coordinated and deliberate social media campaign, and with an
updated, well managed website

2/21/2018 6:38 AM

36 Variety of stores and often closed. 2/21/2018 1:16 AM

37 Assist in trying to fill storefronts with actual stores. Several of these storefronts now have offices in
them and they are in the prime business district. Example of the old impact learning store. As an
office this has little value as storefront or to help develop a business district. Promote the stores
that we have utilizing multimedia and town hosted events. We need a spring and fall season event
to draw people into town. This is where we need to use our pedestrian accessibility and access to
the train to help our businesses. The gazebo area needs to have an outside area dedicated to
outside dining. You need to be able to drive through town or on the train and see something going
on in town. Otherwise there is no reason to stop here and spend money.

2/21/2018 12:26 AM

38 It was a bad idea to have that office building with the post office built. There should have been a
row of shops, restaurants, and offices built along Main Street to make it more like a “Main Street”.
CVS should have been built along Main Street to bring in more foot traffic there. Beneficial Bank
should have stayed in its old location. Main Street should be more functional. Bring more
restaurants.

2/21/2018 12:13 AM

39 Bring back the fireworks. 2/20/2018 10:19 PM

40 A brewery license could make a difference. 2/20/2018 9:12 PM

41 Not sure. No easy answer. 2/20/2018 9:11 PM

42 Have something like first fridays or something big to get everyone jazzed about what we offer 2/20/2018 9:00 PM

43 Attract new businesses or restaurants, boutique shops. Offer tax credits or something along those
lines to help incentivize new businesses.

2/20/2018 7:36 PM

44 Advertise the unique activities we already have like Wednesday sailboat races. Turn it into some
sort of community event like how Palmyra has the farmers market. Give people a reason to get off
of the train at the Riverton stop.

2/20/2018 7:31 PM
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45 allow limited liquor license (see above) The time has come to realize it will not be the end of life as
we know it to allow a nice restaurant where you can order a nice cocktail.

2/20/2018 7:04 PM

46 They need more parking for residents and businesses 2/20/2018 6:58 PM

47 Allow limited alcohol licenses for eating establishments. 2/20/2018 6:57 PM

48 find a way to promote more festivals to bring people into town. 2/20/2018 5:46 PM

49 Need to find a way to attract restaurants. Once we get some small foot traffic on a regular basis,
we could then further develop the main/broad areas.

2/20/2018 5:28 PM

50 Allow a brewery 2/20/2018 5:19 PM

51 Push the Brewery idea and support it in any way possible!!! I have seen it turn whole towns
around!!

2/20/2018 5:08 PM

52 Have better parking. (clear markings) 2/20/2018 5:03 PM

53 Get rid of the train stop 2/20/2018 4:54 PM

54 Provide more parking so people will get out and walk around. Riverton's "downtown" has nothing
to draw people to it. Fill it up with restaurants eateries and snack food places. The Bank-homes
would make good restaurants too. Micro-brewery is a good idea and even liquor license for
restaurants is good. You need to create an atmosphere to get people to come here. Imagine
having dinner downtown and then take a walk down to the river.... nobody does that?? Does
Moorestown have the Delaware river to draw people...NO, but we do? Does Moorestown have an
attractive down-town...YES and we don't. We are dyeing on the vine. Other eateries will draw
people during the day, i.e. Philly Pretzels or a Yogurt/Ice-cream place. Stop people from leaving
town to eat and relax or get a snack. That river bank is a potential gold-mine.

2/20/2018 4:41 PM

55 Get rid of the train the cvs always getting robbed AND THE ROBBERS USE THE TRAIN 2/20/2018 4:32 PM

56 Focus heavily on young family programming. If the town becomes a hub for young families,
businesses will naturally arive

2/20/2018 4:21 PM

57 You might attract restaurants by allowing liquor licenses -- maybe for restaurants only. No bars or
carryout beer or liquor if this is possible.

2/20/2018 4:15 PM

58 Invite small community minded business to open. Such as : coffee shop, bookstores, brewery,
restaurants. It doesn’t need to be large, or a franchise, we can keep small town feel and
encourage residents to stay local for food, drinks, and entertainment.

2/20/2018 4:05 PM

59 Attract more family friendly businesses and eateries through tax incentives 2/20/2018 3:51 PM

60 provide a local property tax cut, our property taxes are rough, and one of the reasons palmyra has
been able to attract business to the area

2/20/2018 3:51 PM

61 Hard to say. 2/20/2018 3:19 PM

62 Make it more friendly for businesses to operate in town. There are so many restrictions on
signage, etc that it discourages people from even trying

2/20/2018 3:15 PM

63 Tax abatement or an intro rental rate (2-3 yrs) to help them get established... When we have big
community events, getting our businesses on board to help publicize and bring folks into town, run
specials, talk it up on social media... Make us a walking town for guests with walking activities, self
guided activities, we have restaurants - which is great! We need more shops. Work with Palmyra
and support each others' downtowns. We are so close it is necessary.

2/20/2018 3:15 PM

64 add more businesses 2/20/2018 3:13 PM

65 Allow full liquor licenses. 2/20/2018 3:09 PM
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65.96% 62

34.04% 32

Q10 Should the Borough continue to permit these automobile-oriented
uses under certain conditions in this zone?

Answered: 94 Skipped: 14

TOTAL 94
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54.44% 49

45.56% 41

Q11 Should the Borough continue to permit this use under certain
conditions in this zone?

Answered: 90 Skipped: 18
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6.32% 6

93.68% 89

Q12 Should the Borough consider amending the list of potential home
occupation uses to include other professional and technical services,

such as: accounting, insurance and financial services; business
management, marketing and public relations services; architectural,

engineering and other design services; computer software and internet-
related businesses; general research and other business consulting

services?
Answered: 95 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 95
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20.00% 19

80.00% 76

Q13 Should the Borough consider amending the list of potential home
occupation uses to include construction contractors, such as: electricians,
plumbers, carpenters, painters, masons, etc., if the use does not include

on-site workshops or material storage?
Answered: 95 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 95
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21.05% 20

78.95% 75

Q14 Should the Borough consider amending the list of potential home
occupation uses to include administrative and business-support services,
such as: employment services, facility support and property maintenance

services, investigation and security services, business clerical and
secretarial services, event planning, travel arrangement, etc.?

Answered: 95 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 95
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Q15 Please explain other types of conditions the Borough should
consider applying to home-based businesses to make sure that they

blend in with neighboring residential properties.
Answered: 33 Skipped: 75

# RESPONSES DATE

1 If we let in group homes why not any other businesses? Group homes degrade the feel of the
neighborhood. Other businesses would be similar.

3/13/2018 8:13 PM

2 Limit exterior signage size, type of signage, no Neon lit songs etc that would impact residential
occupants. Limit parking if will impact residents.

3/12/2018 7:32 PM

3 Restaurants 3/11/2018 6:56 PM

4 None 3/11/2018 2:07 PM

5 Not in my experience. 3/5/2018 9:44 AM

6 No 2/27/2018 11:46 PM

7 No large signs or large vehicles advertising the business parked on the street. 2/27/2018 2:23 PM

8 As long as they are doing their business indoors, there should not be any restrictions. 2/27/2018 2:05 PM

9 4th and Linden! does not fit in - how and why was an exception made? 2/26/2018 6:24 PM

10 Minimal or no signage; limited on-site access for business clients; no large scale storage and no
hazardous materials

2/26/2018 12:59 PM

11 Limitations on visitor parking and types of business-related vehicles that can be parked on the
street.

2/26/2018 12:11 PM

12 Parking restrictions 2/22/2018 2:34 PM

13 Registration. Exterior maintenance requirements including landscaping 2/22/2018 10:23 AM

14 Discrete signage (no neon or other types of signs that are out of character with the town) 2/22/2018 10:16 AM

15 The keys are "no face-to-face client contact" and that it must not be apparent to the neighbors that
the business exists - must not look like a business, nor sound like one, nor smell like one.

2/21/2018 11:43 PM

16 #12 type only.....there's already too many trucks and equipment being stored all over town 2/21/2018 5:45 PM

17 No Signs, No parking areas, No trucks. We don't want to prevent anyone from earning a living and
don't object to people working from their homes and running small businesses out of them. But, we
don't want to see signage popping up in front of local homes or yards being converted into parking
lots. We have seen signs pop up along the river from time to time (e.g., for an architect or
contractor) - those signs (though small) significantly alter the character of Bank Ave. There is a
large paved parking area in front of one of the Bank Ave. homes that serves as apartments - it is a
blight. Likewise, there was a large box truck that was frequently parked in a resident's driveway
along 2nd. We didn't live nearby, but commented that if we were the next door neighbors, we
would be really unhappy about it. Even signs in windows have a negative impact on the residential
character of the neighborhood. If the borough is considering allowing these types of businesses,
they also need a plan to enforce whatever restrictions are put in place. People will (whether
purposely or unknowingly) violate these restrictions and neighbors shouldn't have to report them.
There has to be a formalized inspection process for local businesses and adequate penalties and
repercussions for any violators.

2/21/2018 2:35 PM

18 No commercial signage on residential properties. 2/21/2018 11:48 AM

19 Strict signage requirements for residential based business. Limit the number of employees to
assist in controlling parking.

2/21/2018 12:30 AM

20 None 2/21/2018 12:16 AM
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21 As long as neighbors get to voice opinions or other issues what is the difference if a painter has an
office or a music teacher has students over..

2/20/2018 9:03 PM

22 ordinance should be written to ensure the neighboring homeowners enjoy privacy, ample parking
and very limited foot traffic to said business.

2/20/2018 7:08 PM

23 No signs , no multiple parking spaces, no separate business entrance. 2/20/2018 7:01 PM

24 limit these types of uses that don't generate automobile traffic or if considering businesses that
have traffic limit to Main and Broad streets

2/20/2018 5:49 PM

25 As long as there is no actual work being done at these facilities that will draw work vehicles or a
“labor” force then we should explore all options. More people at businesses in town of any matter
could be more foot traffic and better our overall business climate.

2/20/2018 5:32 PM

26 IT, 2/20/2018 5:05 PM

27 I don't want to live next to a business, they need to all be together in a restricted area. Very
slippery slope when you open the door to this question. A home office is an exception if you have
no customers coming and you also live there.

2/20/2018 4:53 PM

28 Anything that does not change the outside of the property. Signage should be controlled as well 2/20/2018 4:49 PM

29 Get rid of the train & hire people who don’t look like scumbags 2/20/2018 4:35 PM

30 Strict architectural preservation requirements. The architectural integrity of these buildings
(especially the front) should not be altered

2/20/2018 4:28 PM

31 Signage 2/20/2018 4:07 PM

32 Signage is an issue... should be discreet and according to a pre-set style/size. Any changes to an
existing building should conform to rules to keep an open RESIDENTIAL feel... no light up
signage. No late hours. no cheap construction closing in an existing porch. Keep double lots open
where possible.

2/20/2018 3:22 PM

33 We need business income and tax base 2/20/2018 3:11 PM
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80.65% 75

19.35% 18

Q16 Do you believe that the Borough’s current historic preservation
program of having an Architectural Review Committee provide non-

mandatory historic preservation advice for property owners in the “historic
area” is sufficient to preserve Riverton’s historic character?

Answered: 93 Skipped: 15

TOTAL 93

# IF NO, PLEASE DESCRIBE AREAS WHERE IT HAS BEEN INSUFFICIENT. DO YOU HAVE
ANY SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN THE BOROUGH.

DATE

1 Certain things like property set backs have not been agreed to specially on main street that
changes the feeling and character of the properties. Any recommendations do not appear to be
listened to. Seems ineffective

3/12/2018 7:34 PM

2 I would like see the businesses, especially on Main St and on Broad St need to maintain a certain
level of historic look, even just cosmetically

3/12/2018 2:21 PM

3 The ARC provides valuable information and guidance. "historic preservation" is expensive and not
every resident has the means to accomplish this. The ARC can and should provide information
and alternatives to preserve as much historic character or aspects of a property as possible.

3/12/2018 10:35 AM

4 I’m not sure that this is what the question is stating, but I believe the entire town should follow the
suggested guidelines in order to maintain the character and integrity of the town.

3/3/2018 8:17 PM

5 Making something non-mandatory means nothing. You can't pretend that it does. 2/27/2018 11:48 PM

6 As a “committee“ this organization has little authority to enforce its recommendations. The
committee status should be modified to permit their recommendations to have authority.
Unfortunately, Planning board members have overridden architectural review committee
recommendations based on personal bias (plastic fencing used as a repair/replacement in the
historic district) following no apparent guidelines. Anyone making recommendations should be
educated or have a background on topics impacting historic significance.

2/26/2018 6:54 PM

7 4th and Linden 2/26/2018 6:26 PM

8 we should give it more teeth 2/22/2018 2:44 PM

9 They guide without any enforcement. Plastic fences, vinyl siding, vinyl replacement windows, etc... 2/22/2018 10:25 AM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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10 The Borough had essentially neither carrots nor sticks to prevent the Dolecky properties from
being demolished. It was only through incredible good fortune that buyers were able to save those
buildings. The Borough needs to be more proactive in intervening before properties become as
bad as the Victorian twin on Main near 5th.

2/21/2018 11:46 PM

11 Riverbank and throughout Main Street 2/21/2018 5:46 PM

12 We are pleased that someone bought and is improving the Biddle Mansion at Bank and Lippincott.
For the most part, the work appears to be of a reasonably high quality. E.g., the porch restoration
seems to have been handled very nicely. However, the roof on the tower (while better than what
was there) is in no way appropriate. The stucco (while it may have been the only reasonable and
affordable option) is a bummer, and the changes to the apartment in the back are not in character
with the original property. This house and houses like it are public treasures and their survival is
critical to Riverton's future. The biggest challenge in this town is that the property values don't
currently support the costs of maintaining and restoring these historic properties. I sympathize with
the owner of the Biddle Mansion and the owners of other historic properties in town, but I think the
restrictions on these homes should be increased.

2/21/2018 2:49 PM

13 The turnaround time for there opinion to be presented could be improved. The decision is not
binding so it shouldn't hold up the progress of the job.

2/21/2018 12:32 AM

14 This map that you provided is inaccurate. I live on Elm Terrace and a majority of the houses there
between 7th and Broad were built before 1941. In fact, my house was built in 1924. I think Elm
Terrace and Linden Ave, next street over, should be included in the historic district.

2/21/2018 12:24 AM

15 should be mandatory advice that goes to Planning Board like other historic districts. 2/20/2018 5:50 PM

16 No more apartment conversions. 2/20/2018 5:00 PM

17 All houses in the historic district should be required to be adequately painted 2/20/2018 4:32 PM

18 If the homeowner decides not to comply, what is the resulting retribution for the Historical Society
as an advisory only committee?

2/20/2018 4:09 PM

19 the houses that replaced the childrens playhouse on Thomas/Linden do not fit in town... the
developers house on Thomas at 2nd is too big for the size of the lot. Scale is important and those
houses all stick out as too big for their space and too "nouveau pretentious" for a grand old town.?

2/20/2018 3:29 PM
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13.04% 12

45.65% 42

4.35% 4

8.70% 8

28.26% 26

Q17 How should Riverton best promote itself and update residents about
Borough news? (Check all that apply.)

Answered: 92 Skipped: 16

TOTAL 92

# OTHER  (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 This won't allow me to check multiple buttons. I suggest Borough Website, Social Media and
Signage in town center

3/28/2018 12:24 PM

2 All of the above. Various ages and involvement in community requires a multi prong approach 3/12/2018 7:38 PM

3 Wouldn’t allow to select more than one, should select all 3/12/2018 4:55 PM

4 Primarily online, but print and physical notices/coverage is also important. 3/12/2018 2:30 PM

5 Social media probably best, but website and maybe signage in town would also benefit those who
aren’t on social media

3/12/2018 2:23 PM

6 Could not check "all that apply" - would only let me check one. I think all of the above, but signage
in town center would have to be complimentary to the architecture of the town. (not sure where the
"town center" is)

2/27/2018 2:33 PM

7 Sicne this only allowing you to check one item, utilize the Borough website, social media, print
media (Borough newsletter in our businesses)

2/26/2018 12:59 PM

8 It won't allow me to pick two; so I choose social media and signage in town center 2/26/2018 12:13 PM

9 I tired selecting both The website and social media, but it would not allow me to. 2/22/2018 11:40 PM

Riverton
Borough Website

Social media
(Facebook,...

Print media

Signage in
town center

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Riverton Borough Website

Social media (Facebook, Twitter)

Print media

Signage in town center

Other  (please specify)
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10 Our signage is outdated and poorly situated 2/22/2018 10:25 AM

11 [Survey won't let me check more than one.] While all of those are good, most require the citizens
to think to go look at them. Many businesses are successful at keeping customers in the loop by
using something like Constant Contact to email a big list when there is something happening. The
email is basically a well-formatted link to new content on one of the media you mentioned here.

2/21/2018 11:50 PM

12 Opt in email and everything listed above except print 2/21/2018 8:37 PM

13 Updates to residents only. Restaurants that will stay, coffee bar, farmer's market.....but it's also
nice to keep the town mellow.

2/21/2018 5:52 PM

14 Not permitting to answer all checked, so YES for borough website, social media, signage in town
center/information bulletin board

2/21/2018 3:53 PM

15 All of the above. The radio buttons don't allow us to check them all. 2/21/2018 3:01 PM

16 all of the above 2/21/2018 10:39 AM

17 All of the above. We do very little to promote ourselves now, anything would be an improvement. A
common example I use is Riverton's sailing heritage. The most famous building in town is no
doubt the Riverton Yacht Club, why is there no sign in the center of town telling people where it is.

2/21/2018 12:42 AM

18 Could only check one. Add borough website as well 2/20/2018 11:11 PM

19 It won’t let me check more than one 2/20/2018 11:09 PM

20 I think a combination of print and social media 2/20/2018 9:06 PM

21 All items listed 2/20/2018 7:48 PM

22 All of the above 2/20/2018 7:38 PM

23 It wouldn't let me check multiple. Website, social media, signage 2/20/2018 7:37 PM

24 Only letting me check one. S/B website, SM, signs 2/20/2018 7:12 PM

25 Everythig 2/20/2018 4:36 PM

26 It is not one thing, you need to layer your communication to reach a diverse audience who use
diverse media. Print should be your last priority, though not ignored. A community bulletin board
would be great and help promote going to a shared space for news. Social media is the digital
version... Facebook and Instagram. We have such great visuals in town... image-oriented
communciation. Seasonal hashtags #rivertonfourth #rivertoncriterium #rivertonreads (library)

2/20/2018 4:21 PM
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Q18 Please add any additional comments you may have regarding land
use planning in Riverton.

Answered: 31 Skipped: 77

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Riverton has an incredibly nice downtown & it's really underutilized - we are closer to Philly than
Moorestown, yet we give no one a reason to know we are here. Take a cue from Collingswood,
Haddon Township, etc. we need more places for people to congregate, eat & work than we do
traditional brick & mortar stores.

3/28/2018 12:24 PM

2 Allowing development such as CVs and adjoining buildings is detrimental to the character of
Riverton and distillate a shopping district, makes it NOT unique but like every other shopping plaza
along RT 130. If preserving character is important this should never had happened.

3/12/2018 7:38 PM

3 Businesses, restaurants won’t succeed until you provide liquor licenses. 3/12/2018 4:55 PM

4 Thank you for doing this! It's a beautiful town and I'd hate to see it deteriorate, either by being
carelessly developed or by being so protected and well-preserved that only the wealthy could
afford to live here.

3/12/2018 2:30 PM

5 Traffic on Cedar Street - cars speed in both directions. The stop sign near the park does not slow
cars as the cars either sail through or pick up speed going up the hill. Very dangerous. I have been
told that there is no way to put a stop sign at the top of the hill at the end of the apartments.
PLEASE LOOK INTO THIS.

3/5/2018 9:48 AM

6 The placement of four way stop signs has become dangerous and confusing for many drivers.
There is no need to have all directions stop at the same time, and many people do not know who
has the right way to go first, and even if they did, it doesn't matter when some people are quick to
rush out to avoid the confusion and stalling, and then can result in a collision if another person
thinks they can go. I frequently drive through the four way stop on Thomas Avenue and 4th Street
and this is ALWAYS the case whenever there are multiple cars stopped. There is absolutely no
sensible reason to have four stop signs there, when they only make traffic more dangerous. I have
almost been hit there before and I have seen many cars almost hit each other, too. Please just
choose one street to have the two stop signs and remove the other two.

3/3/2018 10:36 PM

7 Bank Ave needs improvement to make it more pedestrian friendly, whether through the addition of
speed humps, a walking path on or next to the road, or uniform appearance along the river side of
Bank Ave.

2/27/2018 11:50 PM

8 It might be good for Riverton to come up with a theme or general direction they want to go as a
way to attract business. For example, Collingswood is known for their restaurants & shopping;
Moorestown for it's historic downtown & shops; etc. Riverton could also be known for its historic
downtown, cute shops (maybe antiques?) and restaurants. Depends on how it's advertised and
designed/zoned to attract those things.

2/27/2018 2:33 PM

9 I understand some residents would like to see a dog park carved out of a portion of Riverton Park.
If this enclosure does not comprise a significant size it will function as a little more than a dog
bathroom similar to what Palmyra constructed in their town. That is not a dog park and something
we don’t need in Riverton. There are several well thought out dog parks in our immediate area.
The closest was completed in Morrestown just this past year. It is very functional and of a
minimum size to achieve the goal of exercising your dog.

2/26/2018 8:34 PM

10 I would like to see a public plan for street paving. I made a complaint about my street a number of
years ago, specifically regarding the area right in front of my house, because a small lake develops
in the street along our curb with any amount of precipitation (all the rundown ponds in front of my
house). I was told that we’d have to wait a couple years. Not long after that, pipes were replaced
and a small area was repaved along the curb, which made matters much worse. I complained
again, and no one was able to help. I’d really like to see a budget and a plan for our streets, as
well as fair way to communicate and request specific projects to ensure our properties and are
surrounding areas stay valuable and appealing.

2/22/2018 11:40 PM

11 Keep in mind that Memorial Park is a PARK, not a sports facility. Would love to see: New or better
swings Additional jungle gym area for younger kids walking/jogging path around the park

2/22/2018 2:46 PM
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12 Being open to residents with vision and a desire to help the town be a better place to recharge
from life. Better follow through on actions needed to achieve goals. Evolution is a necessary and
unavoidable process in life. There seems to be little ability to pivot, understand and evolve and a
rigid “stay the same” mentality that combats any inspired resident. I am not a joiner or pusher or
visionary, but those who are should not have their enthusiasm squashed. These are the people
who pick up the trash, care about the town and could be a valuable resource.

2/22/2018 8:23 AM

13 Please share the results of this survey with everyone. 2/21/2018 11:50 PM

14 I see no reason why Riverton has not approved the dog park. It seems crazy to me as this not a
novel idea- every other town has one.

2/21/2018 11:30 PM

15 Addition of a farmer's market, dog park was a good idea, more active sailing/boating community,
activities can draw others from surrounding areas (think how Brooklyn has undergone a
renaissance!) Stockade fences are horrible! Plant more trees. Speed bumps for streets near the
park.

2/21/2018 5:52 PM

16 More efforts like this to involve the community would be great. Also fundraising efforts for town
improvements might be worthwhile. Perhaps Riverton could build an endowment like Universities
have. One other thought is that the town should work with homeowners to improve their curbs and
sidewalks at a discounted group rate. I looked into repairing our curbs where the front loaders
have smashed them up, but the cost was prohibitive. I have to believe that the town could
negotiate better rates and perhaps help to offset those types of repairs for homeowners. Likewise,
there are many sidewalks in town that are missing or in disrepair. What if the town had an 'annual
curb and sidewalk sale' during which homeowners could get slabs of walkway or curbs repaired at
a set (discounted) rate?

2/21/2018 3:01 PM

17 Remove 4-way stop sign intersections and make them 2-way stop sign intersections, being
consistent with stop sign placement (e.g., all placed crossing the heaviest traveled streets).

2/21/2018 11:56 AM

18 Improving the business district, specifically Broad and Main, is top priority in my opinion. The
residential in Riverton is beautiful, but the feedback i always hear is that it is a sleepy downtown. It
should be small yet vibrant and have quality business options. This will enhance property value for
all.

2/21/2018 10:39 AM

19 Flood zone regulations. 2/21/2018 8:27 AM

20 Through a coordinated and deliberate social media campaign and through an updated, well
managed website. Need to put Riverton "on-the-map".

2/21/2018 6:46 AM

21 After/If the limited brewery opens we should evaluate what other restaurant, cafe or businesses
will work to support the business district. I believe the brewery will provide the momentum shift and
we would need to have a plan to keep it going. Again we need to promote our heritage and river
accessibility. Pedestrian friendly and promoted events are keys to success. People need to know
our town is awesome everyday not just July 4th.

2/21/2018 12:42 AM

22 Don’t allow livestock within Riverton. This is a town not a farm. 2/21/2018 12:25 AM

23 Dog park please! 2/20/2018 9:17 PM

24 Consider implementing loan programs to encourage duplexes and other multi unit "houses" to be
brought back into single family home status. These could be low or no interest loans backed by
the property and repaid on a sale. I think Collingswood had a successful program along these
lines. Find a way to get rid of multi unit properties along Bank. Try and find a way to encourage
them to become singles again. find an appropriate place to have some higher density higher
quality new residential like apartments. maybe some three story residential over retail along Broad
or at corner of Broad and Main. Higher quality apartments get high rents and don't generate school
kids and are excellent rateables.

2/20/2018 5:55 PM

25 By allowing a brewery in town, other businesses will be promoted...restaurants, shops, etc. by
residents & visitors alike.

2/20/2018 5:26 PM

26 We need a revitalization plan to showcase what Riverton has to offer, like the Delaware river, the
Yacht Club the Golf Course, Memorial Park and the beautiful homes. We should put Moorestown
to shame, but we haven't?

2/20/2018 5:05 PM

27 GET RID OF THE TRAIN 2/20/2018 4:36 PM
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28 What I love about this town is its quiet, walkable, old Americana feel where kids still rove about on
bikes together, and folkswalk their dogs, talk to their neighbors, get excited about 4th of July and
community events. We need to keep people interacting, on the street, at events, as part of civic
projects. Keeping open space, breatheable air, places to walk and show off to out of town friends...
a small brew pub would be great to increase our "night life" just a bit... nothing crazy... but a space
where we can have live music, meet for fun or for a civic event. The church on the corner of Penn
and 3rd will be for sale in a few years... the congregation is dwindling. What a great place for a
community center. A place for evening events, showing educational documentaries, community
meetings etc. Opportunity there.

2/20/2018 4:21 PM

29 I really am a firm believer that Elm Avenue needs to become one way so that people from Bank
avenue stop using Morgan and Elm as race ways to broad street

2/20/2018 4:05 PM

30 Relaxing restrictions to allow a craft brewery or distillery in town would help to bring in new people
and provide a boost to our existing eateries

2/20/2018 3:19 PM

31 Bring more businesses to Riverton. Make Riverton more like a Collingswood, Merchantville,
Haddonfield.

2/20/2018 3:16 PM
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